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In [8], cepstral features derived from the differential
power spectrum (DPS) were proposed for improving the
robustness of a speech recognizer in the presence of
background noise. The schematic procedure to extract DPSbased cepstral coefficients, which for simplicity is denoted as
DPSCC, is showed in Figure 1.

Abstract
The performance of any speaker identification system
degrades quite seriously when the acoustic conditions for
testing mismatch those for training. In this paper, we propose
a method to restore clean speech from noisy speech with two
steps: 1) a predictive difference function is employed to
estimate the differential amplitude spectrums (DAS) from both
the left-side and right-side of the amplitude spectrum of the
noisy speech, so as to eliminate the noise as precisely as
possible, and 2) an average of the left-side and right-side
integral DASs is taken as the estimated amplitude spectrum of
the original clean speech. The spectrum in the traditional
MFCC calculation is then replaced with this estimated
amplitude and the extracted features based on this are referred
to as predictive differential amplitude spectrum (PDAS) based
cepstral coefficients (PDASCCs). We compare PDASCCs
with cepstral mean subtraction (CMS) based, spectral
subtraction (SS) based, and differential power spectrum (DPS)
based cepstral coefficients at different noise levels.
Experimental results show that the PDASCCs are more
effective in enhancing the robustness of a speaker recognition
system, and used with the CMS method the average error rate
can be reduced by 7.5%.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram for DPSCCs extraction
This new cepstrum can be expressed as the superposition
of the conventional cepstrum and its nonlinearly liftered
counterpart. While a linear liftering transform on cepstral
coefficients has no effect on the logarithmic likelihood score,
several experiments showed that the nonlinearly liftered
counterpart helps the recognizer be more tolerant to noise
compared with MFCCs. In our comparison experiments, the
differential operation used for DPSCCs is the same as defined
in [8] as

1. Introduction
It is well known that the performance of a speaker
identification system will degrade very seriously if the
acoustic conditions for testing do not match those for training.
To date, many methods have been tried so as to overcome the
influence of noise and to achieve good recognition accuracy in
speaker recognition applications where various types of noise
may exist. These methods are typically either at the feature
representation level using robust parameterization or at the
model level using compensation.
This paper primarily focuses on finding new noise robust
features for speaker recognition. In general there are two
kinds of principal approaches for noise robust feature
extraction. The first one is feature compensation based, such
as cepstrum mean subtraction (CMS) and cepstrum
normalization (CN) [1,2]. The second is to perform noise
suppression in the short-time spectral amplitude domain, such
as spectral subtraction (SS) [3,4], nonlinear spectral
subtraction [5] and Weiner filter [6,7]. SS is effective for
background noise suppression and hence is being widely used
in speech recognition and speech enhancement. However, SS
will distort the signal and also tend to introduce a
perceptually annoying residual noise, which is often referred
to as musical noise.
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Because the influence of noise varies in different
frequency sub-bands in noisy environments, it is difficult to
accurately estimate the differential amplitude spectrum
(DAS), especially at low SNRs. Because the differentiation
operation will split each peak into two, one positive and one
negative, the problem of converting them into cepstral
coefficients needs to be solved [8]. In [8], an absolute
operation as shown in Figure 1 was proposed to solve this
problem after the differentiation operation. But this operation
will make the difference between valleys and peaks unclear
and may introduce recognition error in noisy environments.
Based on this analysis, we propose a predictive difference
function with a proposed sine filter for a more precise
estimation of the DAS from both the left side and the right
side. An average of both sides’ integral DASs is then taken as
the estimated amplitude spectrum of the original clean speech.
This operation is proved to be able to make its negative parts
positive. By replacing the spectrum in the traditional MFCC
calculation with this amplitude spectrum, the newly derived
spectrum can then be used to restore clean speech from the
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original corrupted speech. Our experimental results show that
in stationary noisy environments, the proposed method could
effectively improve the robustness of a speaker recognition
system, and together with CMS it can reduce the average
error rate by 7.5%.
In Section 2, we will describe our proposed method in
detail. Experimental results will be given in Section 3. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Predictive differential amplitude spectrum
(PDAS) based cepstral coefficients
Figure 2: h(i) used in our experiment

If a speech sequence s(n) is corrupted with an additive noise
sequence b(n), the corrupted speech can be expressed as
y n

s n b n

Afterwards, the right-side differential amplitude
sequence/spectrum is calculated with the following equation

(2)

If the speech and the noise are assumed to be uncorrelated
with each other, we will have in the frequency domain
Y k

S k  B k , 1d k d N
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(3)

where N is the length of the analyzing frame and is also the
FFT size, and Y(k), S(k), and B(k) are the amplitudes of
corrupted speech, clean speech, and noise at FFT point k,
respectively.
In the calculation of the DAS, we make two assumptions.
One is that between two adjacent points of the FFT spectrum,
the amplitudes of the noise changes smoothly. The other is
that in the frequency domain the amplitude shapes of the
clean speech in a short-term region are sinusoid-like.
According to the first assumption, the differential amplitudes
of the noise at adjacent frequency points are small. According
to the second assumption, if the amplitude of a speech signal
at FFT point k is lower than that at point k+1 and the
amplitude at point k+i is higher than that at point k+i+1, then
points k and k+1 are mostly at the left side of a peak, and so
on. Here i is a small value between 3 and 6 for the speech
signal at 8kHz sample rate and 256-point FFT. Based on these
two assumptions, we propose to restore the spectrum of clean
speech using the predictive differences of the amplitude
spectrum, as follows.
According to the second assumption, if we know the
accurate amplitude at points k+i and k+i+1, we can use them
to calculate more accurate differential amplitude between
points k and k+1 than normal difference functions. A sine
filter is proposed in this paper to predict the amplitude at FFT
point k+i as
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where D is a weight normally ranging inside interval [1.0,
1.10] and was set to 1.05 in our experiment. The first
condition in Equation (6) means that FFT points k+i and
k+i+1 are on the right side of a peak while points k and k+1
on the left side of the peak. The second condition means that
points k+i and k+i+1 are on the right side of a valley while
points k and k+1 are on the left side of the valley. The third
condition means that points k+i, k+i+1, k and k+1 are all on
the same side of a peak or a valley.
Similarly
the
left-side
differential
amplitude
sequence/spectrum can be calculated with the equation
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Likewise, the first condition in Equation (7) means that
FFT points k-1 and k are on the left side of a valley while
points k+i-1 and k+i are on the right side of the valley; the
second condition means that points k-1 and k are on the left
side of a peak while points k+i-1 and k+i are on the right side
of the peak; and the third condition means that points k-1, k,
k+i-1 and k+i are all on the same side of a peak or a valley.
As we know, the spectral peaks convey the most
important information in a speech signal. Using Equations (6)
and (7) can make the difference at the top of a peak or at the
bottom of a valley clearer than using the normal difference
functions. With the above defined functions, we propose to
restore the amplitude sequence/spectrum of the clean speech
by averaging the right-side integral DAS (as defined in
Equation (8)) and the left-side integral DAS (as defined in
Equation (9)) according to the following equations

(4)

In Equation (4) h(i) is the proposed sine filter defined as
h i
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where W is the width of the filter. The sine filter is shown in
Figure 2.
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abbreviated as PDASCCs. The schematic procedure to extract
PDASCCs is shown in Figure 4. The difference between the
proposed PDASCCs and the DPSCCs [8] can be illustrated in
the grayed region in Figures 1 and 4.

(9)

(10)

Speech

where Dright(N-1), Dleft(0) and any Y'(k) with a value below
1,000 are set to zero. {Y'(k): 1dkdN} is the estimated
amplitude sequence/spectrum of the restored speech. The
spectrograms of the clean, noisy, and restored speech using
the SS method and our method are shown in Figure 3. The
SNR of the noisy speech is about 0 dB.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram for PDASCCs extraction

3. Experiments
The database used in our experiments included utterances by
522 speakers (347 males and 175 females), where the speech
was recorded in ordinary laboratory environments at 8 kHz
sampling rate with 16-bit precision. Three utterances were
recorded for each speaker. For each speaker one utterance
was used for training while the other two we used for testing.
White Gaussian noise was added to each utterance in the
testing set at SNRs of 20 to 0 dB every 5 dB. The total length
of each utterance used for training was about 32s while for
testing the length was about 8s.
The speech was analyzed at a frame size of 24
milliseconds every 12 milliseconds. The pre-emphasis factor
was 0.97. Hamming windowing was applied to each preemphasized frame. After that, a 256-point FFT was calculated
for each frame. A bank of 30 triangular Mel filters was used.
The cube root operation and the DCT were performed
sequentially, and finally a 16-dimension feature vector was
obtained for each frame.
The Gaussian Mixture Model-Universal Background
Model (GMM-UBM) system has been proven to be very
effective for speaker recognition tasks [9, 10] and thus was
used in our experiments. Half an hour of male speech and half
an hour of female speech were used to construct a 512 UBM
for each of the seven systems.

(a) Clean speech

(b) 0dB noisy speech

(c) Restored speech using SS

Table 1: Performance comparisons of different
systems on clean and noisy speech (the maximum
value in each column is showed in bold font)
System (%)

(d) Restored speech using PDAS
Figure 3: Spectrograms of clean, noisy, and restored
speech
The amplitude spectrum of the restored speech is then
passed into a Mel-frequency filter bank whose outputs are the
inputs for the following logarithm operation. Finally, the
outputs of the Mel-filter bank are compressed into a feature
vector using discrete cosine transform (DCT). We refer to
these kinds of extracted features as predictive differential
amplitude spectrum (PDAS) based cepstral coefficients,

SNR (dB)
Clean

20

15

10

5

0

Avg

MFCCs

94.1

74.7

36.8

14.8

4.8

3.3

MFCCs+CMS

94.8

86.8

69.2

40.2

15.9

13.6

38.1
53.4

MFCCs+SS

93.9

80.8

61.5

31.2

13.6

9.6

48.4

DPSCCs

96.0

77.6

43.5

18.2

4.6

2.9

40.5

DPSCCs+CMS

94.6

86.6

70.3

44.4

17.4

16.5

55.0

PDASCCs

95.2

84.7

64.6

31.0

13.0

8.2

49.5

PDASCCs+CMS

95.8

90.0

76.0

51.2

21.3

15.9

58.4

ERR

-4.7

24.7

19.3

12.1

4.6

-6.9

7.5

To evaluate the robustness of different systems, we used
24-seconds of clean, valid speech for deriving each speaker
model from the UBM by the Bayesian adaptation method and
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3-seconds of valid, noisy speech at different noise levels for
testing. The correct percentages of these seven systems and
the error rate reductions (ERRs) for the system using
PDASCCs+CMS compared with the best one among all other
systems at different noise levels are shown in Table 1.
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In Table 1, ‘Avg’ denotes the average value of recognition
accuracies over different noise levels for the corresponding
system.
The recognition accuracy comparisons of these seven
systems are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Recognition accuracy comparisons of seven
systems
We can see from Table 1 and Figure 5 that the proposed
PDASCCs are more robust than DPSCCs and SS based
cepstral coefficients at different noise levels. This shows that
our method is effective in stationary noise environments.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, predictive differential amplitude spectrum based
cepstral coefficients (PDASCCs) for robust speaker
recognition in stationary noise environments were proposed.
Our experiments showed that the use of PDASCCs could
improve the robustness of a speaker recognition system. The
average error rate reduction (ERR) for DPASCCs+CMS
compared with DPSCCs+CMS is about 7.5%, while for
DPASCCs+CMS and MFCCs+CMS at SNRs of 20db, 24.7%.
The PDAS method cannot remove noise completely, but
can help improve the SNRs of the noisy speech. The features
based on PDAS, i.e. the PDASCCs, outperform the spectral
subtraction technique and the cepstral coefficients derived
from DPS. We can also see that systems using PDASSCs and
CMS can achieve the best performance at different stationary
noise levels.
The proposed PDASCCs has been proved effective to
enhance the robustness of speaker recognition with stationary
noise and so we have reason to assume that it may be
effective for non-stationary noisy speech as well, though this
needs to be verified by further experiments.
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